Attorney-at-Law

To the Public:

We desire to state that we have established our Dressmaking Parlor in the room just north of Cuming & Schö's grocery store.

First class work, reasonable prices and satisfaction guaranteed.

Your patronage solicited.

MRS. C. E. JONES.
MISS ORO PICKARD.

Eakin & Bristow.

The Illustrated Publications.

We will be back in the Northwestern House as soon as it is ready for business, to the rooms on the above.

Our new address is: 911-913 Main Street, Cottage Grove, Ore.

L. L. Stevens.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Special attention given to Mining Business and Collections.

Eakin & Bristow.

Eakin & Bristow.

NEW GOODS!

Price

Eakin & Bristow.

NEW GOODS!

TC CIRCLES.

GROG.

SHOES.

M. C. Jones.

MISS ORO PICKARD.

GO TO

Mrs. P. Santford's.

FOR

Tea Dressroom.

Main Street, 910-913 Cottage Grove, Ore.

Eakin & Bristow.

The Bower, Times-Herald and the Bohemia Nugget, both papers sent to any address for $1.00 in advance.

Note to subscribers: You can read the Bohemia Nugget, your weekly and the St. Louis Globe-Democrat for $1.75 per year, cash advance.

SUBSCRIPTION.

Bohemia Nugget.

ORGANIZATION.

Devoted to the Mining, Lounging and Farming Interests of this Community, to Good Government, and Holding for a Living.

VOL. I,

July 14, 1899.

NO. 25.

NEW GOODS.

Eakin & Bristow.

OUR GOODS!

SHOES.

Models.—Large Sizes—Full Grain, 30, 40, 50, and 60 inches long and every size from our $3.00 to our $5.00 and $1.00 furnace and every size up to our $10.00 and $15.00 sizes made here. You will find the Styles correct and they will surely help. Latest styles, fashions and colors of fancy shoes in stock.

Chimneys, All穿着.

Table Socks and Porters in stock.

ROBES: Cut and Sewn.

Cut and Sewn.

acknowledge their superiority to

Eakin & Bristow.

The New Robes, new styles and new prices.

WE MUST SELL AS MANY OF THESE ROBES AS THE LAST YEAR.

We will not want to make a large stock of these things, and for this reason we must have the trade to support us.

We want to make a large stock of these things, and for this reason we must have the trade to support us.

This is the case with the Champion.

Mr. W. W. Hawley the Bohemia freighter gives notice that his free agents will have Cottage Grove office for Bristow and at Bohemia station he will have a pack train to distribute freight to patrons.

The J. J. Jones property on City creek is another fine gold, also at Great Western, W. R. Bristow, and the Groan Mountain group owned by Johnstown, Klespeen and Co. and is said to be cut down by the Mill and owned by White Bros.; the Hinds group and many others to numerous to mention, have been developed.

This district was situated as close to Denver as it is to Portland and therefore there is no mention of any mining exception meeting anywhere, as a matter of fact, stock speculation and only for shares to dabble in mining now, such as the case is the mining is a science now and has passed the speculative.

Many people of skeptical minds say there is nothing here to justify the amount of money spent on claims, the largest and finest timber in the world and water power enough if properly developed will find a place of importance in the development of the country, and as a result the majority of the prospectors are only to willing to form the companies to furnish to many times ore daily enough to keep the mining going as long as they wish to be run, if Portland people were a wake to their interests they could make this camp second to Cripple with Portland as the supply center.

ROBES.

Devoted to Mines and Miners—A Nugget Correspondent’s Batch of News.

The Aurora or Fairview is we informed will put a force on the world whose super-powers are alarmed. These new miners of the district who are in the main roads will adapt to travel, to develop already that promising mine. Ashley valued running mines on Sun have been obtained from this mine.

The Biltmore and Oregonian Roy owned by Mr. Ed Jeffs and situated on the north slope of Fairview is another promising group showing a barge of from 14 to 16 feet in width running high in gold, silver, lead and copper. Mr. Jeffs also owns a group on Martin creek which is in one of the forest locations to be found anywhere in the northwest, with ample water power for grist-mill and lumber in abundance for all purposes, and situated below some line and easy of access winter and sometimes has been equipped for steam power, and its dimensions and of course made a failure. But when one considers the management and the way the area is built it looks to believe it was built for a sawmill hatchery. Mr. Jeffs will run in a stamp mill to reduce ore and it is sure to make, under good management, a dividend payer.

The Bohemia is another of the many very rich mines of our Bohemia will be immediately at present in under litigation. But its vast rich, makes it wonder to the casual observer. There is no place in which the gold lies in a solid mass or but in small pieces for ready recovery, the gold of this district is in the chimneys.

The Charbon group lies dormant at present but bad management put it there. They have a fine group and an immense amount of gold development done in good ore and a fine stamp mill. Companies formed to mine these mines and temporary contract has been made with these companies for their affairs have been some failures in mines for inexpensiveness than most other causes. True some mines are like farms so far as weather is concerned, not so much but this is not the case with the Champion.

Mr. W. W. Hawley the Bohemia freighter gives notice that his free agents will have Cottage Grove office for Bristow and at Bohemia station he will have a pack train to distribute freight to patrons.

The J. J. Jones property on City creek is another fine gold, also at Great Western, W. R. Bristow, and the Groan Mountain group owned by Johnstown, Klespeen and Co. and is said to be cut down by the Mill and owned by White Bros.; the Hinds group and many others to numerous to mention, have been developed.

This district was situated as close to Denver as it is to Portland and therefore there is no mention of any mining exception meeting anywhere, as a matter of fact, stock speculation and only for shares to dabble in mining now, such as the case is the mining is a science now and has passed the speculative.

Many people of skeptical minds say there is nothing here to justify the amount of money spent on claims, the largest and finest timber in the world and water power enough if properly developed will find a place of importance in the development of the country, and as a result the majority of the prospectors are only to willing to form the companies to furnish to many times ore daily enough to keep the mining going as long as they wish to be run, if Portland people were a wake to their interests they could make this camp second to Cripple with Portland as the supply center.

ROBES.